Huge Liposarcoma of the Forefoot: A Case Report
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Introduction

Soft tissue sarcomas of the extremities have been extensively described before. Among malignant soft tissue lesions, liposarcoma is relatively common, but its localization in the foot and ankle is extremely rare [1]. Indeed, among liposarcomas of the lower limb, only up to 1.3% and 6.25% of them located in the foot and ankle, respectively [2,3].

Liposarcomas of the foot and ankle have been historically treated with amputation [4] because of the difficulty to control the local aggressiveness of the disease, the need of proper, wide surgical margins, and maintenance of a functional limb. There remains debate on whether patients suffering from a sarcoma of the foot and ankle may still preserve a satisfactory functionality even following a limb salvage procedure [5].

In this article, we report a rare case of a recurrent myxoid liposarcoma located in the dorsum of the forefoot with concomitant plantar involvement. The mass was excised through a limb salvage procedure; in details, a multidisciplinary treatment consisting of a wide local excision followed by coverage plastic surgery was performed.

Case Report

A 47 years-old woman was admitted to our Institution complaining of a painless huge mass of the dorsal and plantar aspect of the left forefoot (Figure 1). In the patient’s medical history remarking a previous myxoid liposarcoma, the finding was interpreted as a local recurrence. The mass was explored through radiographic, magnetic resonance imaging and bone scan assessments. An incisional biopsy was performed, and a myxoid liposarcoma was ultimately diagnosed.

A limb salvage procedure was performed in association with coverage plastic surgery. Postoperative stay was uneventfully. Forty days after surgery the patient underwent a cycle of radiotherapy. At 10 year follow-up the patient had a good functionality without signs of local recurrence nor metastatic spread.
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Figure 1: Clinical presentation.
of the ankle was 0-15° extension and 0-20° flexion. No signs of local recurrence nor metastatic spread were manifested (Figure 6).

Discussion

Pure myxoid liposarcoma is a low-grade soft tissue sarcoma with a 5-year survival rate of 70%; conversely, multifocal myxoid liposarcoma has a poorer outcome. Differently from other soft tissue sarcomas, myxoid liposarcoma often leads to bone and soft tissue metastases, as well as local recurrence [6].

Whilst historically treated with amputation, intensified effort are currently made to treat patients with myxoid liposarcoma with wide margin excision, whenever possible, with or without adjuvant radiotherapy or chemotherapy.

Ozaki et al. [4] report a case of myxoid liposarcoma of the dorsum of the foot treated by limb salvage operation with intraoperative extracorporeal autogenous irradiated bone and tendon grafts, and no recurrence occurred 3 years postoperatively. Nishio et al. [7] report a case of myxoid liposarcoma of the medial aspect of the ankle treated with a wide resection and a free anterolateral thigh flap with fascia lata; moreover, a sural nerve graft was used to reconstruct the tibial nerve. Seven years postoperatively, the patient had no evidence of local recurrence nor metastasis.

In the present case, we carried out a wide resection followed by a reconstruction and postoperative radiotherapy. Immediate reconstruction should always be considered after resection with
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**Figure 2:** Radiological assessment of the foot: anteroposterior view.

**Figure 3:** Magnetic resonance imaging assessment of the foot: T2-weighted frontal view.

**Figure 4:** Bone scan assessment of the foot.

**Figure 5:** Surgical procedure.

**Figure 6:** Postoperative presentation.
negative margins intraoperatively confirmed through frozen sections. Authors believe that a multidisciplinary team approach is mandatory for surgical tumor treatment: orthopaedic oncologist surgeons, plastic and reconstructive surgeons, and pathologists all need for a correct management of soft tissue sarcomas of the foot.

The differential diagnosis of myxoid liposarcoma includes a number of benign and malignant soft tissue lesions characterized by a myxoid stroma, such as ganglion cyst, myxoma, myxofibrosarcoma, low-grade fibromyxoid sarcoma, myxoinflammatory fibroblastic sarcoma, myxoid dermatofibrosarcoma protubersans, and extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma. The correct classification of these lesions is important because of the differences in their potential for both local recurrence and metastatic spread, with the diagnoses thus influencing both surgery and adjuvant therapies. However, it should be considered that the differential diagnosis is often difficult because of overlapping histological features and the lack of a univocal immunohistochemical patterns, especially on limited tissue samples [8].

Magnetic resonance imaging is the gold standard to assess soft tissue tumors, being also helpful for the surgical planning. Myxoid liposarcomas show a low-signal intensity with liner or amorphous high signal intensity foci on T1-weighted images, and a high-signal intensity on T2-weighted images. The contrast-enhancement patterns of myxoid liposarcoma can be classified as: homogeneous, heterogeneous, and no enhancement corresponding to a cystic or necrotic appearance [9].

In conclusion, this report describes a huge myxoid liposarcoma of the forefoot that was treated with a limb salvage procedure followed by coverage plastic surgery. Limb salvage procedures for sarcomas on the foot can be successfully performed to achieve good functional outcomes.
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